
Introduction: The word cringe has suffered alterations in its col-
loquial application, with its most recent version, adopted by gen-
eration Z and millennials, as a response to embarrassment or social
awkwardness by proxy. This odd emotion is interesting in that it
translates a vicarious embarrassment which is elicited whenever
one is in the presence of a social blunder, public failures and threats
to another’s social integrity.
Objectives: The authors aim to explore the novel concept of cringe,
briefly discussing what is currently known about the emotional
response. A potential correlation between empathy and cringe is
discussed as well as the hypothesis that certain psychiatric disorders
such aspersonalitydisordermaydemonstrate altered cringe responses.
Methods: The authors propose a non-systematized brief literature
review on works most pertinent to the topic.
Results: Formal and structured studies into the concept of cringe
are far and few between, however, the literature does demonstrate
that, the neural pathways of how social closeness affects our experi-
ence of cringe are starting to be explored. The concept of cringe, has
also been described as a vicarious social pain. Exploration into the
empathy pathways and their abnormalities, may demonstrate the
underlying construct of cringe. Lack of this feeling may be present
in those with empathy alterations, such as is seen in antisocial
personality disorder.
Conclusions: Cringe is an uncomfortable feeling that surges when
in the presence of someone suffering socially. Understanding this
oddity may permit further understanding of empathy pathways as
well as exploring the neural abnormalities of those who do not feel
cringe.
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Introduction: Neuroscience advances open the debate on improv-
ing brain functionality and human behavior. Transhumanism
advocates the use of biotechnology for the betterment of man,
transcending into another nature. Neuroethics marks limits of
the application and experimentation in neuroscience, also propos-
ing an interdisciplinary philosophical reflection valuing the multi-
dimensionality of human mind.
Objectives: To analyze the transhumanist approach of domining
human nature controlling cognitive and moral functions through
technique. A critique from neuroethics in an interdisciplinary key to
evaluate the complexity ofmental functionality and the derived issues
that go beyond the scientific scope, with the help of philosophy.
Methods: A bibliographic review on neuroscience and neuroethics
is carried out, finding a core consensus in the warning of the
biopsychosocial complexity of the set of realities that shape the
human being, facing a reductionist vision of neuroscience.

Results:Despite the advances in biotechnology and neuroscientific
research, the transhumanist approach of brain enhancement trans-
gressing human reality and reducing its nature to a mechanical
question that can be controlled through psychopharmacological
resources, becomes dystopian due to the lack of ontological con-
tinuity in the deconstruction of the human being in a set of neural
circuits, and the lack of consideration of all the dimensions that
configure the human mind and existence.
Conclusions:An interdisciplinary vision is necessary to analyze the
human mind, avoiding falling into the brain reductionism of the
neuroscientific paradigm, for an holistic understanding of the
human mind and behaviors, beside the integration of a philosoph-
ical reflection to join neurobiology and moral dimensions, in a
humanist return from transhumanism.
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Introduction: The National Institute for Mental Illness (NIMH)
launched in 2008 a project based on ‘precision medicine,’ called
Research Domain Criteria (RDoC). This precision medicine
approach, novel in the context of psychiatry, proposes to identify
the “fundamental components of behavior,” determining their
range of variations from normality to abnormality and identifying
their instantiations at different levels of the biological mechanism.
To achieve its goal, an essential task of the RDoC initiative has been
to identify and classify psychological constructs associated with
psychopathology and to cut themoff at a finer degree of granularity,
presumably in order to have a greater chance of finding the bio-
logical mechanisms which implement every resultant part.
Objectives: Our work aims to show the limitations that psychiatry
faces when assuming the mechanistic model of explanations. We
will showhow, if we accept the phenomenon ofmultiple realization,
it is not plausible to expect that the RDoC initiative will be success-
ful in their enterprise to track single or precise causal mechanisms
for every construct identified at the cognitive level.
Methods: Philosophical argumentation
Results: No results.
Conclusions: We conclude that an approach that aims to identify
single functional units and to dig down at a “fundamental level” to find
their neural or genetic implementation should not only be recon-
sidered in terms of the phenomenon of multiple realization, but also
leaves a gap in our understanding of the complex structures that are
found at the cognitive-functional level and whose dysfunctions would
be of great explanatory relevance concerning mental disorders.
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